Recently intriguing physics of superconductivity, type-II Weyl semimetal or quantum spin Hall states was discovered in metastable 1T'-type VIB-group transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs). Even the topological superconductivity can be induced if the superconductivity and nontrivial topology coexist in this type of materials. Here, we report 2M WS2 new compound constructed from 1T' WS2 monolayers, whose superconducting transition temperature Tc of 8.8 K is the highest among all the intrinsic TMDs. The coexistence of the electron and hole pockets was observed from first-principles calculations and Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations. Moreover, the topological surface states with a single Dirac cone appear on the (100) surface. Our findings reveal a strong evidence of the topological superconductivity in the 1T' MX2 system. Layered transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) attracted huge attention due to rich physiochemical properties, ranging from catalysis 1-3 , topological states 4-15 , valley
polarization [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] even to superconductor [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The superconductivity of quasi-twodimension (2D) crystal structures has been intensively investigated for decades due to various metastable structural distortions found in untraditional preparations. Recently, Ising superconductivity appears as a novel family member when the TMD materials (MoS2, NbSe2, etc) are exfoliated down to few or even one atomic layer 28, 29 . Up to date, among the reported intrinsic TMD materials without external pressures or gating processes, the 2H NbSe2 possesses the highest Tc of 7. The M atoms in 1T'(Td) MX2 form characteristic in-plane M-M zigzag chains 30, 31 compared with no M-M bonds presented in the parent 1T phase. These reported 1T'(Td)
MX2 materials have exhibited rich and interesting physical behaviors. Noncentrosymmetric Td MoTe2 and WTe2 were predicted to be a type-II Weyl semimetal 10, 12 , which show large non-saturating magnetoresistacne 32 or superconductivity 33, 34 . The restacked 1T' MoS2 nanosheets display a Tc of 4.6 K 35 . Moreover, due to heavy transition metal M (Mo and W) atoms, the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effect is obvious in 1T' MX2, which also plays an important role in the electronic structure. Recently, the QSH effect was predicted in the monolayer 1T'-phase MX2 4 , where a SOC-induced energy gap and the band inversion between X-p and M-d band are the reasons for the formation of the QSH state. Some experiments have really provided strong evidences for the QSH states in the monolayer 1T' WTe2 5-7,9 and 1T' WSe2 8 . Therefore, the coexistence of superconductivity and topological states in isostructural 1T' MX2 materials provide a large platform to study the topological superconductivity 36 .
Here we report a new monoclinic compound of WS2 which is labelled as the 2M phase. The 2M WS2 displays the intrinsically highest superconducting transition temperature Tc of 8.8 K among all the TMDs materials. The crystal structure of 2M WS2 has a different packing manner of 1T' WS2 monolayers along a axis, compared with the known Td WTe2 or 1T' MoTe2. Surprisingly, the results from the first-principles calculations reveal that the robust topological surface states exist, which is completely different from topological Weyl semimetals previously discovered in Td MoTe2 and Td WTe2, making it be a promising candidate for the topological superconductor.
In our experiment, the 2M WS2 single crystals were prepared by deintercalation of potassium cations from K0.7WS2 crystals 37 , where the K content was determined by the EDS analysis (Table S1 ). The corresponding experimental details were illustrated in the Supplemental Information. The 2M WS2 single crystal crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C2/m in which the inversion symmetry is preserved. The lattice parameters of 2M WS2 are a= 12.87 Å, b= 3.23 Å, c= 5.71 Å, α= γ= 90°, β= 112.9°, respectively. The S-W-S sandwich monolayer is constructed from distorted [WS6] 8- octahedrons sharing edges along bc plane and forms the W-W zigzag chains in the b direction. The 2M WS2 crystals grew mainly along the c direction to form a thin narrow ribbon (inset of Figure 1d ). The structure parameters from the single crystal X-ray diffraction of the 2M WS2 are summarized in Table S1-S5. The measured powder Xray diffraction pattern (Figure 1d Subsequently the superconductivity and physical parameters of 2M WS2 crystals were characterized through fundamental physical transport measurements. Figure 2a shows the temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility for the 2M WS2 crystals in the zero-field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) measurements under the magnetic field of 5 Oe. The diamagnetic transition appears at 8.8 K in both the ZFC and FC curves. Heat capacity measurement also shows the abrupt increase near the 8.8 K ( Figure S2) , which confirms the bulk superconductivity in the 2M WS2 crystals. The Hall effect measurement (Figure 2e) shows that the hole-type carrier is dominant in the 2M WS2 crystals. However, the nonlinear behavior of the ρxy-B curve in the lowtemperature region indicate more than one type of charge carrier coexist in this system 41 .
For simplicity, the estimation of carrier concentration is based on the single-carrier Drude band model. The density of carrier ne,h is estimated to be 8.58×10 20 cm -3 at T= 10 K, and shows positive correlation with temperature on the whole, exhibiting a semimetallic behavior. The ne,h is two order of magnitudes larger than other semimetals reported such as Cd3As2 42 (~4.4×10 18 cm -3 at 5 K) and NbP 43 (~1.5×10 18 cm -3 at 1.5 K).
Consequently, the carrier mobility μ calculated from the equation σ=neμ (where e is the elementary charge) is relatively small (the highest value of μ is 6745.4 cm 2 ·V -1 ·s -1 at 10 K). Due to the effect of the lattice scattering, the μ decreases rapidly with the increase of temperature.
In order to further understand the superconductivity mechanism in the system, we have performed first-principles calculations for the electron-phonon coupling of the 2M WS2. The calculated phonon dispersion has no negative frequency further indicating the dynamic stability of the bulk 2M WS2 (Figure S4) . The large frequency gap 5.3
Thz and 6.3 Thz at Gamma point originates from the large mass of W atom 44 . Figure   S5 shows the calculated phonon density of states, G(ω), and electron-phonon spectral function, α 2 F(ω). The superconducting transition temperature can be estimated by the Allen and Dynes modified McMillan formula as following:
The Coulomb parameter μ* is defined as a common value of 0.1 45 . The Tc is estimated to be about 2 K with a different broadening factor, being one fourth of the experimental value. This discrepancy was also found in Fe-based superconductors 41 .
Therefore, the bulk 2M WS2 seems to be a non-conventional electron-phonon superconductor.
The electronic structure analysis of 2M WS2 was performed from both of the first- Though the 2M WS2 is found to be a semimetal, it is still possible to define the topology for its electronic structure through a curving Fermi level schematically shown by the green dotted line in the band structure in Figure 3b . At each k point, there is a direct band gap between valence and conduction bands, for example, 36 valence bands are below the curving Fermi level. Therefore, the topology can be calculated for these 36 valence bands in the BZ. Because both the inversion and time-reversal symmetries are preserved in bulk 2M WS2, the parity can be used to obtain the topological invariant Z2. The parity products of the 36 valence bands at each time-reversal-invariant point are listed in Table 1 . We can see that the parity product is odd at Γ point and even at all other time-reversal-invariant points, leading to a nontrivial topology with Z2 (1;000).
At the Γ point, the band inversion is between the p orbital of S atoms and the d orbital of W atoms, seen in Figure 3a and b, and it is the key for the nontrivial topology.
The topological surface states have to appear on the boundary due to the topologically nontrivial bulk band structure. The surface states on the cleavage (100) surface are calculated by the Green's functions method combing with maximally localized Wannier functions 46, 47 
Methods
Sample Preparation. 2M WS2 single crystals were prepared by deintercalation of interlayer potassium cations from K0.7WS2 crystals. For the synthesis of K0.7WS2, K2S2 (prepared via liquid ammonia), W (99.9%, Alfa Aesar) and S (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) were mixed by the stoichiometric ratios and ground in an argon-filled glovebox. The mixtures were pressed into a pellet and sealed in the evacuated quartz tube. The tube was heated at 850 ⁰C for 2000 min and slowly cooled to 550 ⁰C at a rate of 0.1 ⁰C/min.
The synthesized K0.7WS2 was oxidized chemically by an excess of 0.01 mol/L K2Cr2O7 in aqueous H2SO4 at room temperature for 1h. Finally, the 2M WS2 crystals were obtained after washing in distilled water for several times and drying in the vacuum oven at room temperature.
Crystal structure determination. Suitable crystals were chosen to perform the data collections.
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction was performed on a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with Mo Kα radiation. The diffraction data were collected at room temperature by the ω-and φ-scan methods. The crystal structure was solved and refined using APEX3 program. Absorption corrections were performed using the multiscan method (SADABS).The detailed crystal data and structure refinement parameters are summarized in Table S2- Simulation of SdH frequencies were performed by using a program based on SKEAF code 50 .
Explanation for the origin of the SdH frequency around 80 T
We could not identify the origin of F † in Fig. 4b . An almost two-dimensional angular dependence of frequency is confirmed in the rotation within a * -b plane, which is different from what is expected from β branch. Besides, the β oscillation is expected to be very weak due to the large mband/me = 1.54 and the large curvature, while F † has mcyc/me = 0.70 (15) . Thus, there seems to be no candidate frequency left in the bulk Fermi surfaces. It is possible that this frequency is from the topological surface states, although further investigation is necessary to draw a conclusion. 
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